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What’s New in Version 4.0 / 2.6 
Product release highlights 
 
Load DynamiX launches completely redesigned 
application workload modeling solution, and broadens 
protocol workload modeling in its award winning Load 
DynamiX Enterprise product. The June 2015 release 
featuring LDX-E version 2.6 and TDE / Appliance version 
4.0 is built on the following key pillars:   
 

• Simplify Application Workload Modeling 
• Expand Workload Modeling coverage  
• Add support for emerging technologies 

 
Simply Application Workload Modeling 
Benchmarking storage arrays and infrastructure designs with synthetic load is a good process to 
understand whether the minimum bar is met. However, certifying storage arrays and infrastructure 
designs using realistic application workload models is far more proving and insightful in preparing for a 
production rollout. The redesigned Composite Workload Editor (CWE) in 2.6 is specifically designed to 
make it easy to model application workloads where the application executes several different distinct 
concurrent jobs, each producing different workload characteristics.  CWE in 2.6 gives you the ability to 
compose, modify and manage application workload models at scale, up to 100 workload profiles in 
each Composite Workload! 
 
Expand workload modeling coverage 
LDX-E launched initially with a set of Basic protocol workload models, and then followed up with a set 
of High Fidelity protocol workload models. The 2.6 release gives you several additional workload 
models to work with. Version 2.6 adds Object Protocol Workload Models support with Amazon S3 and 
OpenStack Swift models, and expands File Protocol Workload Models support with the NFSv4.1 model. 
In addition, 2.6 introduces additional VDI Runtime Application Workload Models over Fibre Channel 
and iSCSI. 
 
Add support for emerging technologies 
The storage industry is in an exciting inflection point where open-source technologies are being 
evaluated by enterprises, small and large, across different industries. In the previous release, we added 
support for OpenStack Swift on our load generating appliances. In 4.0, we continue to add support in 
this area with OpenStack Cinder emulation, a block storage management protocol in the widely backed 
OpenStack project. In addition, 4.0 adds FCoE support to the FC Series Appliance. 
 

The latest product 
launch streamlines 
performance 
validation for 
OpenStack and 
Software Defined 
Storage Systems 

http://www.linkedin.com/company/221570?trk=tyah
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Load-DynamiX/287927074597112
https://twitter.com/LoadDynamiX
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xal7YqILihM
http://www.loaddynamix.com/
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Other exciting features include support for DNS, Arithmetic functions, a highly streamlined SCSI layer, 
and performance improvements in LDX-E. 
 

Feature                      Function / Benefit                       

New Appliances (v.4.0) 

FCoE-enabled 
Appliances 

Load DynamiX now supports FCoE! Specifically designed to provide 
seamless compatibility between FC and FCoE, you can run the same exact 
workloads over both technologies, giving you objective comparison between 
the two transports. The following FCoE-enabled configurations are offered: 
 
• LDX-6202E: 2-port FCoE Appliance 
• LDX-U1122: 2-port FC + 2-port FCoE Unified Appliance 

Appliance Features (v.4.0) 

OpenStack 
Cinder 
 

Emulate realistic OpenStack Cinder clients with the support of over 50 
commands, from managing volumes to creating snapshots and backups. Built 
on top of the highly scalable LDX HTTP engine, stress test the largest 
OpenStack Cinder deployments by emulating millions of Cinder clients 
concurrently alongside existing powerful block protocols such as FC and 
iSCSI, and measure key performance indicators such as response time for 
each and every Cinder operation. 

Amazon S3 
Multiport Import 

Measure the performance of the S3 service’s large object uploads handling 
with the newly added Multipart Upload feature. Create Multipart Uploads with 
varying part sizes, and verify data integrity of the uploaded objects. 

FCoE Initiator 
(TDE only) 

Specifically designed to seamlessly run the same workload over FC and 
FCoE ports, the LDX FCoE Initiator emulation leverages the same SCSI 
stack that is common to both FC technologies. Take any existing FC Project 
you have, and simply run it over an FCoE port to get objective comparisons 
right away. 

IO Manager 
(TDE only) 

The new IO Manager Action is an innovative function that takes the 
complexity of test scenario definition away from the user to the backend. A 
typical use case for LUN population, the IO Manager will automatically ensure 
the entire region of a LUN is populated with user-specified data patterns in 
sequential or completely random offsets order. 
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Feature                      Function / Benefit 

Appliance Features, Continued (v.4.0) 

Arithmetic 
Functions 
(TDE only) 

An innovative LDX feature that allows you to use formulas to define a huge 
array of values to use in test scenarios. With Arithmetic Functions, you can 
define millions of unique file / folder / user names with a single line, or easily 
create highly dynamic workload configurations where Chunk Sizes are 
fractions of total Transfer Sizes, or many other possibilities. 

SCSI Retry 

The LDX Initiators will now automatically retry IO Read / Write requests that 
encounter a UNIT NOT READY or TASK SET FULL response, up to 5 
consecutive retries for each IO request. New statistics are also added to track 
the number of times IO Retries are transmitted. 

Big IOs (FC) 
The maximum Chunk Size for FC is now increased to 128MB, which is 
sometimes used by streaming backup devices such as Tape / VTL. 

Increased PQD 
(FC) The LDX FC Port Queue Depth (PQD) is now increased to 2048 per FC Port. 

Per LUN Stats 
Logging (SCSI) 

New checkbox that allows you to enable per-LUN stats logging for FC, FCoE 
and iSCSI in the post-test Client Port Log, giving you the ability to see the 
Commands Attempted, Succeeded, Aborted or Failed on a per-LUN basis.  

DNS (TDE only) 
Designed to support testing of clustered storage deployments that require the 
use of hostnames, LDX also supports multiple caching and load-balancing 
options. 

Two-way CHAP 
(iSCSI) 

Two-way CHAP, also known as mutual CHAP or bidirectional CHAP, is now 
supported by the LDX iSCSI Initiator. In addition to providing credentials that 
allow iSCSI Targets to verify, the LDX iSCSI Initiators will also authenticate 
the credentials provided by the iSCSI Targets. 

New NFS Handles 
(TDE only) 

The CREATE and UPDATE commands for NFSv4.1 now have Output 
Handles that can be used by subsequent Actions in the Scenario. 
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Feature                      Function / Benefit 

Load DynamiX Enterprise (v2.6) 

New Object 
Protocol 
Workload Models 

Object Protocol Workload Models are now available in LDX-E! In 2.6, two 
Object workloads are added: Amazon S3 and OpenStack Swift. With the new 
Object Protocol Workload Models, you can easily create versatile Object 
workloads by fine-tuning the amount of metadata operations and data 
operations, as well as the distribution of PUT versus GET operations, and 
other metadata operations on both Objects and Buckets / Containers, all 
using intuitive sliders. 

New File Protocol 
Workload Model 

In addition to the existing NFSv3 Protocol Workload Model, NFSv4.1 is now 
available with 2.6. Similar to the NFSv3 workload, you can apply granular 
control the distribution of Read / Write operations and many metadata 
operations, specify Block Sizes, and define the scale and size of the file 
system. 

New Application 
Workload Models 

Two new VDI Application Workload Models are added to 2.6: FC VDI 
Runtime Workload and iSCSI VDI Runtime Workload. These workloads 
simulate the behavior of operational VDI Guests deployed over block 
storage, giving you the ability to specify the size and load created by each 
VDI Guest. 

Other Protocol 
Workload Models 
Improvements 

The existing FC and iSCSI Protocol Workload Models are internally 
optimized to use more efficient modeling logic, which in turn provides finer 
precision, faster response and higher scaled workload configurations. One of 
the key benefits of the optimization is the ability to precisely precondition the 
LUNs to the way you want. 

Composite 
Workload Editor 
(CWE) 

The highly intuitive and straightforward Composite Workload Editor allows 
you to closely model application workloads by independently defining multiple 
unique I/O profiles and combine them together into a single Composite 
Workload. For example, in an Oracle DB deployment where there are 
multiple processes such as OLTP, Redo, etc., you can independently define 
an I/O profile for each process, and combine them together to simulate an 
Oracle DB workload. In addition, the Scale Factor, which is a part of the 
CWE, gives you the ability to easily scale the Composite Workload up and 
down with a simple knob. 
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Feature                      Function / Benefit 

Load DynamiX Enterprise (v2.6), Continued 

LDX-E 
Database 
Backup & 
Restore 

Backup your entire LDX-E Database, which includes important Resources 
such as Results, Workloads and Iteration Suites, permanently to an on-
premise FTP Server. Selectively restore different Resources independently. 
You can even Backup one LDX-E Database and Restore its Resources to a 
different LDX-E deployment. 

Performance 
Improvements 

As the number of Resources increases on your LDX-E Deployment over 
time, the stress on the system also increases. The 2.6 release introduces 
several internal optimizations that allow you to experience the same, and in 
some cases better, performance from LDX-E even as your database size 
increases significantly. 

New System 
Management 
Functions 

Several System Management functions are added to give you visibility into 
the health of your LDX-E deployment and to give you the ability to send 
useful information to LDX Support to better help you. 

• CPU utilization: provides a breakdown of CPU utilization by each 
running process in real-time 

• New tools: gives you the ability to verify all your Resources are 
properly updated, create detail reports of the health of the LDX-E 
web services, and provide anonymous usage logs. 

Tracing 
Parameters 

When enabling Tracing for a running Workload or Project, you can now 
specify triggers and limits for the Trace you want to collect. 

Misc. UI 
improvements 

• Spinners for loading charts 
• Categorized System Management functions 


